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CUSTOMARY COURTS
Botswana Tribal Administration is the overarching body that exists to serve the nation through
preservation of culture and dispensation of justice for social harmony, among others.

WHO WORKS IN A KGOTLA?

Clerk: record court
proceedings, collect
revenue and
perform all other related
clerical duties in a
Customary Court

Village Chiefs’ main duty is to arbitrate
all the cases registered in a Customary
Court and conduct all the cultural
activities such as Bogwera (male
initiation school), Bojale (female
initiation school) and Dikgafela
(thanking the ancestors for the harvest).

Bailiff: execute
customary court
orders and serve
summonses

Court
President: government
employees assigned to
perform all the village
chiefs
duties in an urban area.

Any Motswana can be assisted in any
customary court. Customary courts assist in
most criminal offences as police officers are
present. Even conflicts can be addressed
before a customary court; one can report a
person that owes them money as long as the
transactions took part in that very same village.

Most customary courts play different roles set by the chief in his village relating to their culture.
Botswana has different tribes: Bakwena, Bangwaketsi, Bakgatla, Bakgalagadi, Baherero,
Bambukushu, Babirwa, Batswapong, Bangwato, Maherero and others; which all have different
values and beliefs. For example, in Kgatleng; a lady is prohibited from entering the customary
court wearing a trouser. Only men can wear trousers. Also, a lady may never be a chief, unlike
some other tribes such as the Balete. Thus, it can be argued that each tribe can have its own
value system on LGBTIQ+ issues and people. Most, if not all tribes in Botswana do not
recognise LGBTIQ+ people. Narratives reflect same sex attraction as unhuman and abnormal.
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Initiation schools are considered one of the

- they are men. Some tribes can presumably
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reject participants due to not being virgins.

to secrecy, young people were sent to become

This is assumed through spiritual and/or
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No
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the

tribes. Shortly after it was stopped, with views
procedure. Afterwards, one has to place their
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Most Batswana don't know the use of a Kgotla and all the services rendered by it.
An overview is as follows: 1) A Kgotla is used to hold meeting concerning all the
village developments and national activities. So it's important for the youth to
attend so they are empowered with knowledge of how to improve their lives
through government initiatives. 2) Kgotlas exist to adjudicate civil and criminal
cases, on the latter, only minor cases. 3) Kgotlas conduct traditional marriages. 4)
Kgotas guide and lead the country on traditional events and gatherings.
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CUSTOMARY COURTS
Any Motswana can be assisted in any customary court. Customary courts assist in most criminal offences
as police officers are present. Even conflicts can be addressed before a customary court; one can report
a person that owes them money as long as the transactions took part in that very same village.

HOW IT WORKS
Court
Clerk:
court of the ward where the offence occurred.
1) You
see record
a Headman
execute
President:
government
proceedings,
2) The
Headman collect
will try arbitrating theBailiff:
case without
it being registered
in the office
first.
customary court
employees assigned to
revenue and
3) Case registering only happens when the headman sees it as difficult. It would then be
perform all other related
perform all the village
orders and serve
registered
byduties
the court
Chief
to
preside
over.
The
court chiefs
Bailiff then
clerical
in a clerk for the village
summonses
servesCustomary
the summons.
Court
duties in an urban area.
4) During trial, a judgment is granted by the presiding officer.
5) The accused is given a period of time to payback/repay the plaintiff. However, all this
depends on how the judgment was made.
6) A default judgement for payment would be made or depending on the judgment, one
may face a jail period of not exceeding 6 months or an auction of property/assets to
repay the complainant.
7) Everyone is given the right to appeal the judgment, but the appeal doesn't stop
executing of the judgment.

This work would not have been possible without the kind contributions of Dumiso Gatsha,
Gaolatlhe Mapitse and those who have shared their expertise. Success Capital Organisation is
a youth led, managed and serving organisation based in Tlokweng, Botswana. Our overarching
aim is to shift LGBTIQ+ Youth from Survival to Success. We believe this can be
achieved through strengthening and safeguarding youth agency in all aspects of their lives;
from health, economic participation, civic engagement, research, workplace, spiritual refuge,
governance and beyond binaries. Linking grassroots to global mechanisms: we link human
rights with sustainable development through our work.

